Field-proven update for trusted command and control security software.

The new ARINC AIM® UI is fully deployed at eight nuclear sites, with nine more in progress. It reinvigorates the user experience while delivering the same backend performance, reliability and compliance trusted by plants for twenty-five years.

AIM has been part of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) force-on-force exercises, providing command and control provisions under a series of normal and abnormal site scenarios. With site personnel transitioning with minimal training, adoption rates continue to increase.

Built on a migratable platform with the latest enabling technology, the UI delivers new command and control features and functions to meet your specific site requirements, with a whole new look and feel. The GIS-enabled graphics engine enables users to create and update graphics live on the production system. Built-in workflows simplify system configuration for all critical parameters. Its intuitive layout means more efficient access to critical information. Privileged access to only pertinent applications provides clear demarcation lines for administrators and users.

KEY BENEFITS

- All new look and feel for the AIM user interface
- Already proven in the field
- New graphics package
- Built-in workflows
- Fewer clicks to frequently used information
- Separate administrator and operator functionality
The new AIM environment includes:

- Intrusion detection
- Access control
- Alarms and event processing
- IP/CCTV/Digital video recording
- GIS-enabled layered graphics
- Historical recording and simulation
- Failover and backup
- Emergency accountability
- Biometric integration

- Enterprise badging
- Visitor processing and badging
- Vehicle entry
- Operator session management
- Duress processing
- Asset management
- Security tours
- Roles and permissions
- Authorizations

Building trust every day.

Rockwell Collins delivers innovative aviation and high-integrity solutions that transform commercial and government customers’ futures worldwide. Backed by a global network of service and support, we are deeply committed to putting our solutions to work for you, whenever and wherever you need us. In this way, working together, we build trust. Every day.
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